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One of the most popular means of sightseeing Barcelona is on bike. The half-day bike tour has
received tremendous thumbs up reviews since its inception. It is a great way to view Barcelona and
learn of its history, culture and tradition along the way.

There would be fun and socialization on a half-day Barcelona bike tour. One gets to improve their
health with the good exercise on this tour. Participants would be accompanied by an experienced
English-speaking biker guide.

For a mere 2200 euros, one can experience a most unique and informative sightseeing adventure in
Barcelona for half a day. New acquaintances can be secured as one joins the half-day bike tour
unless a personal group is available.

A half-day bike tour is a great way to see and appreciate Barcelona!

Tour overview

There are many options to this interesting bike tour around Barcelona. One can choose a morning
departure or an afternoon departure. Every bike tour would be accompanied by a friendly biker
guide leading the group through the city streets safely while pointing out some amazing sights of
Barcelona.

Stops are made frequently to absorb Barcelona's beauty and tranquil atmosphere. This bike tour of
Barcelona is suitable to all tourists; singles, couples, family or groups can opt for a biking
experience while holidaying in Barcelona. This half-day cycling tour over Barcelona is ideal for all
ages without being strenuous. A relaxed pace is kept with no hills or mountains to conquer; stops
are frequent for photo taking and briefing of the sight of interest.

Tour highlights

The half day cycling tour kick starts with a brief history of Barcelona at the gathering point for
moving on to collect the suitable bike at the tour shop. When properly equipped, the cycling group
would be taken through various interesting sites around Barcelona; these include Placa Sant Jaume
and Placa del Rei; Ciutadella Park; Barcelona Cathedral; La Sagrada Familia; Arc del Triomf; Toros
Monumental Plaza; Vila OlÃmpica; Port Vell; Barceloneta beach; El Borne; and many others.

One of the favorite stops in this bike tour is the time of leisure at the outdoor beach bar near the
beach later in the tour. This is one of the coolest places to relax with a cool drink after the cycling
and sightseeing while mingling with fellow bikers.

The warm and alluring Mediterranean waters lie close enough for an inviting swim; hence, cyclists
are reminded to bring along their swimwear for a delightfully refreshing dip in the ocean.
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Spain offers numerous opportunities and select for all popular regional vacations : a ferienhÃ¤user
Estartit, casa costa brava, and the most beautiful destinations i.e a ferienwohnungen in spanien.

Also read my blog at : a James Purefoy's Blog.
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